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7,000 LB. / 9,000 LB.
STORAGE / SERVICE
LIFT
7,000 lb. / 9,000 lb. capacity and large 3” cylinder,
one-piece diamond-plate runways and
scratch-resistant powder coat paint.

Features:
✦

7,000 lb./ 9,000 lb.
lifting capacity

✦

Carriages completely
enclosed for safety

✦

Aircraft quality cables
rated at 14,500 lbs.

✦

18 1⁄2” wide runways
formed with one piece
3
⁄16” non-skid diamond
plate

✦

Hydraulic pump available
in 110 or 220 vac

✦

Easy operation—lock
handle is located by
power unit minimizing
any bending or squatting

✦

Large 3” diameter
cylinder is located
safely under runway

Lease for:

.40
126
Sale price:
$

$

/ per month

1,849.00

KFP7
Storage / Service lift

Solid Deck Option
Large storage area. Two diamond
plate platforms drop between
tracks for storage of snowmobiles,
ATVs and garden equipment.
Constructed of lightweight
aluminum.

–Options

SPECIFICATIONS

KFP9

KFP7

KFP7X

7,000 lbs.
171”
112”
84”
160”
18 1⁄2”
90 sec.
99”
65”
1,485 lbs.

7,000 lbs.
190”
112”
92”
180 3⁄4”
18 1⁄2”
100 sec.
100”
78”
1,680 lbs.

(Not Shown)

Lifting capacity
Overall length (to outside base plates)
Total width (to outside base plates)
Overall height
Track length (without ramp)
Track width
Rate of lift
Width between posts
Maximum clearance under tracks
Shipping weight

9,000 lbs.
175”
105 3⁄8”
82”
165”
18 1⁄2”
90 sec.
94”
73”
1,485 lbs.

(Not Shown)

One-Step Caster Kit
Easy to install with no tools— simply pin
them on, lower lift, casters automatically
lift the columns; allows mobility with or
without a vehicle; turn lift sideways to
park two vehicles underneath.

Aluminum Approach Ramps
These lightweight ramps weigh only
18 lbs. each compared with the
53 lbs. of standard ramps.

Stackable Poly Drip Trays, 3
Lightweight polyethylene; stackable:
simply slide to back and stack!
8” or 12” widths.
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